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This is a graded discussion: 50 points possible due Feb 18, 2018

Assignment 2: The Color of Law Rothstein Lecture
Emily Bergeron

8 28

Jan 21, 2018 at 4:53pm

# Reply 

 

The law has a substantial and lasting impact on our society - good and bad. In his work, The Color of
Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America, Richard Rothstein writes
about how de jure segregation—the laws and policy decisions passed by local, state, and federal
governments— promoted the discriminatory patterns that continue to this day. Rothstein argues
against the idea that the predominant forces behind segregation are the result of individual prejudices,
income differences, or the actions of private institutions like banks and real estate agencies. Its the
law that has created the systemic racism that persists in housing, land use, and beyond. 

Richard Rothstein is speaking at Transylvania University on Feb. 13 at 7:00 pm. You must attend this
lecture. 

Please register here
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfcWUPdmTkmJjLyw6ndtlTop64_lUwmAlI25l4UY9ex_SFkgg/vie

wform?fbzx=-7983433541714215000) . 

After the lecture, please write a 350-500 word response piece about the content of the presentation,
your thoughts on what the author has said about the law and segregation, and how you think this
impacts historic preservation. Please post your response to this discussion board and then write a
reaction to at least two of your peers. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901806)Allyson Ayers

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901806)

Feb 16, 2018
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Richard Rothstein’s lecture was extremely interesting and he made some very good arguments
that, as someone who hasn’t studied this topic in depth, I wouldn’t have thought about. I find it
interesting that so many people have adopted this mindset that people choose to live in
communities with those of a similar race or ethnicity, and that there isn’t anything pushing them to
do so. We think that racial segregation just happened/happens and that it’s a part of life, and don’t
consider that there are several other factors at work such as realtors driving potential racially
diverse buyers to different areas, and houses that will not be sold by those selling to minorities.
There are racially explicit and designated policies to separate those of color. White home owners
have a history of being violent towards African American neighbors, so they choose to live in
historically black neighborhoods in order to avoid this systemic violence. There are more things
going on that influence people and their choice to live, than just being comfortable and near family.

Rothstein posed an intriguing question, are we obligated to address de facto segregation? The
government doesn’t think so and finds that it is unconstitutional to question something that is
“natural” and the public does so unthinkingly. Us as Americans need to start thinking more in depth
about how we contribute to this de facto segregation, and if it is turning into de jure segregation as
the federal government continually avoids this issue. Historic preservation comes into play when
Rothstein started talking housing policies that were implemented and were explicitly segregated.
In WWII, black public housing was torn down for white development projects, destroying not only
the tangible cultural history, but the intangible with it as black families moved away from these
areas. Suburban sprawl further strangled black neighborhoods as the government subsidized
these projects of white only suburban homes.

I find it hard to swallow that the Supreme Court says that if racial segregation is a private choice,
then there is nothing that they can do about it. The history of the United States is not only made up
of one color, it is made up of many. People of all different ethnicity, race, and religions continually
contribute to the history of this country, and historic preservation is making steps towards this
inclusion. Housing policy needs to start making these steps as well, so we have buildings, sites,
and objects associated with colorfully diverse people to preserve and conserve. Public housing
that has been primarily associated with black citizens, has been and is under the threat of
development. With the places under threat of demolition it limits the history and stories that can
and should be told. Richard Rothstein makes the argument that affirmative actions programs need
to be implemented in order to recognize these historic housing policy discrimination and
regulations, and make the state remedy the effects it has caused, which I find to be a good plan of
action.  
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 17, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Really great points Ally!  It's unbelievable that racial segregation could find its way into
becoming institutional within federal housing policy.  I think we would all have an easier time
understanding (but not accepting) it if we found in particular state or local code, but I believe
we all kind of assumed that after the Civil War and the Civil Rights Act, that the federal
government had turned that corner, so to speak.

And, as for the Supreme Court, I hate to say it, but that's harder to explain.  No matter what
their decisions are, people accuse them of being too radical or legislating from the bench... or
not being radical enough or taking too little of an interest.  The reality is that they would
probably prefer that the cities and states figure it out.  The Fair Housing Act of 1968 is there
on paper already.  Their job is to interpret the laws... and as long as any and all policy or code
has been reworded or changed to omit racial segregation or discrimination, their hands are
tied in a way.  We all agree that it isn't accidental segregation - now or at the start.  However,
I'd argue that, really, it's Congress's job to revisit housing policy and revamp those laws.  If it
came strictly from the HUD Secretary, then it wouldn't have been looked over by the People's
direct representation (Congress).  The Supreme Court might note in their opinion (or dissent)
that certain policies might need to be revisited, but changing them directly would violate their
constitutional mandate... at least in my opinion and given what I know of the process.  There
could be a weird loophole somewhere I know nothing about though... 

 

That being said, I'm almost okay with Congress leaving almost all policies alone given who comprises Congress at the moment.  

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901806)Allyson Ayers

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901806)

Feb 17, 2018

" 

I definitely agree with your point, Christine,  their hands are tied in a way, especially if they
have it worded out in law. There isn’t much they can do to individually watch communities
at a county level unless it is brought to the Supreme Court I would assume? So yeah,
cities and states would need to take a stand especially if what you said, changing these
laws violate constitutional mandate. I’m not really sure honestly, the government confuses
me somtimes. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 17, 2018

# Reply 

" 

You're exactly right there.  The only thing here is that I (we) don't know the exact
wording of all the policies and codes relating to this issue.  It might be out there
waiting to be found... like a really boring National Treasure. And government confuses
everyone... even the people in government!  We don't do enough to really educate
people on civics either.  If I was a conspiracy minded person (and I might be), I'd say
there's a reason for that.  But, that's a conversation for a different discussion board!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)Katarina Litva

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I may not be completely correct with this, as this is still new to me. If the courts deem
something to be de facto segregation (segregation resulting from private practice such as
individuals choosing not to live next to someone in particular, a private real estate company
selling houses in a 'white' neighborhood to white people) there isn't anything that the courts
can do as it is not a legal issue its a persons right to live where they chose. De jure
segregation (is segregation by law and public policy) though, which is what Rothstein was
saying about the federal housing policies enacted in the late 40s/ 50s and beyond, this would
apply to the suburban developments that implicitly wrote in the deeds that the houses could
not be purchased, sold, or rented to African Americans, which is discrimination and
unconstitutional. The difficulty I think in the court cases has been trying to prove that it was de
jure segregation and not de facto segregation. With all of the information that Rothstein has
presented though, it really is difficult to see how anyone can think that what's happened is de
facto segregation.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)
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# Reply 

" 

The problem is also how do you make reparations for a policy that supposedly came to an
end with the Fair Housing Act...? 

If all policy was rewritten to reflect the new law (FHA), then the Court's responsibilities end
in my mind. Again, the Supreme Court's role is to weigh in on the laws and determine
their constitutionality; they are the top of the judicial branch. It's down to the division of
powers in our government. Sometimes they're a life saver; sometimes they're a pain in the
arse; and, sometimes, they're used as an excuse to let certain issues go unaddressed.
Any real movement, in my opinion at least, on the issue would either have to be
state/local or through Congress, as they make the laws. I'm sure Emily will tell us that
we're all wrong though and that we've missed something earth shattering! The other
option is do develop a grass roots movement to help educate people on the issue... much
like Rothstein's book is doing with those who read it. Talk to your friends, coworkers, etc.
People (particularly those in DC) tend to only care about issues when they aren't allowed
to avoid them.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)Katarina Litva

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I think the idea of the grassroots movement is important and as Rothstein noted we
need a civil right movement. There is so much going on right now that stems from
these particular actions that I think the public at large needs to be educated and
understand these issues. As he noted in his presentation, students in the K-12
educational system don't get any true history. He was able to recite a one-line
sentence that discusses this issue in the textbook currently used in schools.
Knowledge is power, so now that we have the knowledge we have the power to do
something about it - even if it is just spreading this truth.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)
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No, I agree entirely.  There needs to be a massive overhaul across the board.  It's
a really harsh cycle... government tax dollars fund public school systems, which
are administered by federal education policy... if you want issue left out of the
books, it can easily be done when you control the system and only teach kids to
think and learn to the standards of a test.  And we wonder why people get angry
and become disenfranchised...?  We're systematically leaving behind whole
segments of the population and most people don't know anything about it.

Don't you remember how irritated I got over the incorrect history in our HP 601
book?  

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 17, 2018

" 

Richard Rothstein’s lecture on The Color of Law was really fantastic because he was able to take
multiple outlying events from the past and connect them to paint an overall unpleasant picture of a
reality that most of us are unfamiliar with generally. Rothstein went into the socio-economic factors
– how poorer neighborhoods end up with schools that cannot handle the challenges dealt them,
the police & judicial response – the Wade/Braden housing example in 1954 Louisville, and how
housing policy, dating back to FDR’s New Deal and WWII housing, have all helped set the stage
for segregation (and discrimination) to subtly thrive well past the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the
1968 Fair Housing Act.

 

The thing that most surprised me during his lecture was his discussion of pre-New Deal societal
behavior – namely, that neighborhoods and public housing were essentially integrating
themselves. People lived nearer their jobs and they basically lived in and around the areas their
co-workers did.  People were generally getting along.  Then, after the New Deal policies on public
housing policies and after the returning white WWII veterans being offered housing at a distinctly
discounted rate, many white individuals and white families had the means to leave the city.  I was
aware of the opportunities afforded veterans, but I was unaware of how discriminatory the actual
policies actually were.  The beginning processes of re-segregating neighborhoods and cities didn’t
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end here and continued across almost all subsequent housing policies that followed it.  I’ve never
been the person who thought the law was fair in practice, but the beginnings of this problems are
blatantly obvious once the surface is scratched.  Then again, a lot of people don’t take the time to
scratch the surface on much these days. 

 

How this impacts historic preservation…?  Well, it’s another case of either the local, state, or
federal government coming into a district or neighborhood and telling the residents what can be
done with their property.  Or, making “values” based decisions on which properties matter enough
to be conserved for posterity.  Typically, the people making those calls are white.  It goes without
saying that there are probably (read: will definitely) be some strong feelings about the entire
process.  It’s pretty condescending, for example, to tell a family that their house doesn’t matter
anymore because they upgraded their living space to not just be habitable, but comfortable… but it
happens in historically poorer neighborhoods all the time.  It’s another reminder of why it’s so
important to involve communities in the preservation process so everyone’s stories are
represented and everyone’s opinions are, at the very least, heard.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)Chris"na Rieth

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

That's a point I missed in my response - the neighborhoods integrated themselves before the
Federal Housing Administration. It makes me wonder how much racial strife was
manufactured, as opposed to inherited from lingering postbellum sentiments. This reminds me
of a similar situation before and after World War II - with women! After men left to fight
overseas, women assumed factory jobs. (Remember Rosie the Riveter?) When the men
returned, women left the factories. But not necessarily because they wanted to! It reminds me
of that point that Rothstein made in his lecture about American textbooks, that say white
Americans just "went" to the suburbs.

While I haven't read any literature as to whether the FHA shaped gender roles,
homeownership in the suburbs definitely promoted the role of the homemaker and stay-at-
home mom. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

The neighborhoods integrating themselves issue was one I wish he would have touched
on more; maybe it's in the book... which I'll read after I graduate... you know, when I have
free time again! But, certainly there were some hiccups in neighborhoods. I'd like to know
where they were and what kinds of incidents took place. And as for some of that being
manufactured or helped along....? I wouldn't doubt it for an instant. When people aren't
doing well, they look for others to blame (knowingly or not). And, if a person or group of
people is presented as the cause for the trouble...? Two birds, one stone. The practice is
so old that it's literally biblical. 

And, oh, yes... women were forced back into homes after the war, but it didn't last for too
long afterwards. Women had had a taste of independence and their work being valued.
That could never be walked back. But, I think a lot of these policies were adopted to re-
form/mold America into (or back into) an image that was palatable to those making the
policy. It's disturbing how many times you find extensions of the "white man's burden" in
seemingly modern society.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901806)Allyson Ayers

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901806)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

That was a point I didn't include as well, and that I found surprising. It seemed as if
everything was working itself out naturally as these neighborhoods continually
integrated based on the nearness of their jobs. As this is still a bit confusing to me,
so...Rothstein trying to say that the government disrupted this natural desegregation?
Also, I find that an interesting point to make Christina, that these housing policies
probably had a hand in shaping gender roles, I had never thought about that before in
context to this subject. Christine, that is a really good statement, that these policies
were implemented to mold America back into what was palatable to the patriarchy.
Which is kind of what is happening presently, and isn't really working as about half the
county isn't going for it. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901678)
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# Reply 

" 

I loved Rothstein's comment about passive voice! Always avoid it. 

Like Christine points out, the aftermath of the housing policies is the true disaster--
although the policies themselves were obviously unjust. The public school systems that
remain in these areas, as well as the social factors that come into play, give younger
generations slim chances of moving to a different neighborhood. 

Which is a completely separate topic--why should a neighborhood or community in an
urban area be so economically and educationally stagnant that one has to move in order
to have a better "quality of life"? We know why they are (thanks, housing policies) but why
are they still? 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I always catch myself writing in passive voice... ugh. An editor will have a field day
with me some day!

I don't have all the answers on this (or anything), but I think a large part of the
problem now, at in Kentucky, is that funding is also tied to test scores.  So, if the kids
were behind before the test, your funding will actually go down or stay the same for
the next year.  It's part of the reason why parents/schools fight vouchers and/or the
idea of opening up school systems. They get paid for the attendance of every student
every day and they get test result money... they're not going to knowing risk that.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)Katarina Litva

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

You have a lot of background on the policies that I'm not aware of so thanks for adding some
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info. I too was surprised by some of the information presented and the fact that neighborhoods
before these policies were actually integrated because they needed to be to get to work etc.

I see where you're going with your last point on its impact with historic preservation, I'm not
sure I follow though. Do you mean the local, state, federal government coming in with regards
to National Register nominations and integrity?

I agree that most people deciding, as we know by looking at the makeup of preservationists
they are mostly white, but I don't think that makes 'us' insensitive to the African American,
Hispanic, or any other racially different culture. I think as a white person I can be an activist for
a different race. I know that's not necessarily what you’re saying, but I think that it’s the
responsibility of whomever is answering the 'phone' to be sensitive to the issues at hand.

I think our generation of preservationists is very different than those of the past. I don't think
we can fault our own preservation history because we had to start somewhere but moving
forward we are learning from our past mistakes and changing the direction. That's at least
what I see in our particular class of future preservationists anyway.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

Ok, the Canvas app killed my first reply to you so I'm not sure this one will be as thought
through... 

What I meant by the HP and NR section was that those determinations are values based.
Typically what has been "protected," showcased, and enshrined are components of
"white" history. The people making those determinations?  White people.  There's a bias
in the NR that we've all discussed in class before.  Local, state, and federal government
coming into a neighborhood and saying it "doesn't matter" or it doesn't have enough
"integrity" to merit inclusion in the Register is a slap in the face to residents.  Does
everything merit inclusion?  No, but there have been cases that we've breezed over about
neighborhoods in Lexington that have faced the same issues.  The Palmer Pharmacy is a
great example.  That history is about to be torn down because someone said it isn't worth
"saving."  Maybe there are insurmountable obstacles to it being listed; I'd venture to say it
has more to do with the fact that someone wants to build on that site and wants the
process sped up.  Admittedly, I don't know enough about the specifics of that case, but
you get the idea.
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And I'm not leveling accusations at any of us for being insensitive; if we become any more
sensitive to issues with each other or the outside world, we'll probably become a collective
angry teardrop.  However, again, coming back to the idea of bias, it just hasn't always
been that way.  There have been many, many instances of non-white culture being
sacrificed for progress while even the most minute places linked with white culture sell
tickets.  (I'm trying to sidestep the word race because I despise using it; there's the human
race and that's about it.)  Things are changing and that's lovely and way overdue; we will
be part of that change.  But, all of that past behavior will continue to play into relations into
the future.  We might know that we aren't racist elitists, but that's what people might think
before they get to know us strictly based off our choice of profession.  Those groups
dealing with us will only know the historical actions of the profession.  There's a lot of work
to be done before open trust can exist.  

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)Katarina Litva

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thanks for the clarification and I figured that it was something like that.

I am going to disagree, maybe it's not so much disagree, but comment on your very
last point about how people see us. As a professional interior designer, I have been
battling stereotypes since I started working, When I was younger it would infuriate me
what people assumed I did, that my education was merely to pick colours and
organize furniture. But, as I got older I realized that people are going to think what
they think and the only way I could change their mind is by expanding their
knowledge of what interior designers actually do. By explaining a day in the life of a
professional interior designer who deals with commercial projects I was able to
educate people as to what I did. I truly believe that that is what I'll be doing again in
this new profession I've chosen and I'm okay with that because once people know
what I'm doing, that preservation entails a lot more than just house museums, they
will be able to spread the word as well with their new found knowledge about what I,
we, do.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck " 
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(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

No, I agree that people are going to think and feel how they're going to think and
feel.  It's our actions which demonstrate personal integrity and differentiation.  I
just meant that we need to be aware that the disconnect is there so it doesn't
impede projects into the future.  If you think things are fine, you can never change
them!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)Chris"na Rieth

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

What I took away from Rothstein’s lecture is that the law has never promoted integration. Even
when the federal government passed the Fair Housing Act, in which all Americans were given
equal treatment when applying for homeownership, white Americans were still at a greater
advantage than their black counterparts because they had already been given the loans and
subsidies years before that. It did not rectify or penalize past discrimination.

 

The concepts of de facto and de jure segregation were new to me, and I found them most
fascinating about the lecture. It was almost as if the federal government cherry-picked the law to
determine what was de facto and what was de jure. The way the federal government built public
housing was the same way they built public fountains. Because the developers and banks were
engaging in discriminatory practices, the Federal Housing Administration could not accept direct
responsibility and was not even allowed to legally intervene in the process.

 

Based on the points Rothstein made in his lecture, I don’t think historic preservation can alleviate
these issues. It may prevent displacement, when used in the right context, but I do not believe it
will promote integration. Preservation goes beyond the conservation of architectural materials; it
may also promote downtown development along with homeownership. For example, historic tax
credits may be used by community development corporations to assist a small, local business,
that has long served the community. Preservation may also play a role in spurring local economic
development, leading to a stronger public-school system and a healthy middle class! But that all
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does not necessarily promote integration.  

 

Thanks to the discriminatory housing practices Rothstein outlined in his lecture, such as redlining,
these neighborhoods have been segregated since the Great Depression. The “white flight”
movement to the suburbs has passed the 50-year mark; do preservationists want to ensure that
those who have lived there keep their identity as well? And when it comes to previously integrated
neighborhoods, are people willing and able to reintegrate a community whose history is only
remembered by their ancestors?

 

Preservation may help a neighborhood retain or revive its identity; it can protect murals or
restaurant signs in foreign languages. Unfortunately, preservation is more often reactive, rather
than proactive. If the identity of a neighborhood changes over a generation or two after
displacement, who are we preserving it for?

 

Because of these factors, preservationists must choose between integration and preservation.
They can help communities of every racial background thrive and reach equality, but communities
that have been racially segregated for generations are inclined to achieve diversity at the expense
of displacement or a new local identity. City officials can promote development with mixed-income
housing, but it may come at the expense of new construction.

 

In order for any of these questions or points to be raised, historic preservation has to be relevant.
On a personal note, communities of color are unaware what preservation is and how it applies to
them. Although preservation may be a resource for affordable housing and local economic
development, it is not seen as urgent. Outreach is an entirely different topic, so I’ll leave it at that.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)Katarina Litva

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

You made a lot of interesting points, but I'll only comment on one.

I'm going to disagree that historic preservation can't alleviate some of the
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issues you were talking about like integration. I think that many historic
neighbourhoods are diverse, I take my neighbourhood as a case in point.
There are some very wealthy people living in large Georgian homes (many with
the BGT plaque), some very poor people living in tenement housing, middle-
class people living in smaller houses and low-income people living in shotguns
for example, all within a few blocks of my apartment. This is why I chose to live
where I do, I like the mix of people I come across. I think keeping this balance
though is the thing to keep in mind. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)Chris"na Rieth

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I love your neighborhood, Katarina. It sounds like it has, and always has been, diverse.
But when you put that in context with the suburbs, or other historically segregated
neighborhoods, I'm not sure if it's the norm, rather than the exception. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Or, it was the rule and became the exception... 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

You're right, it has been a considerable amount of time since the housing policy was first
changed to enable "white flight."  So, by extension, it will take awhile before it will reverse
itself.  I think probably one of the best things preservationists can do is provide equal
opportunity... and that's not to say that we don't.  But, look at issues like Kat is about using
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historic buildings for low-income housing... or being open to the concepts of adaptive reuse
instead of just playing Superman to a gorgeous Greek Revival on the outer city limits.  The
only thing I worry about is taxation with a lot of this.  It's kind of a riff off when Oprah used to
give away insane gifts on her show to the audience.  "You get a car! And you get a car!" 
There were a lot of stories about people who ended up not being able to keep those gifts
because they couldn't afford the taxes/insurance on the gifts.  So, those gifts became a
burden.  Maybe I'm overthinking it... it wouldn't be the first time.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901678)

Feb 18, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I find this quote interesting: "The way the federal government built public housing was the
same way they built public fountains. Because the developers and banks were engaging in
discriminatory practices, the Federal Housing Administration could not accept direct
responsibility and was not even allowed to legally intervene in the process."

I think I may have missed that point during the lecture, but that is extremely fascinating.
Perhaps maybe this is a major reason in why nothing changed over the past 60 years--if the
government cannot or will not claim responsibility for what happened from the 30s to the 50s,
but can lay partial or all blame on the private sector, everybody is left with the ability to point
fingers instead of the shame that provides motivation to do something about the issue. That
said, I'm not as familiar with the Fair Housing Act as I would like to be. 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)Katarina Litva

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901672)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

 

I personally found the presentation very interesting and informative. I found the presentation
discussed the content of his book, but obviously in a much-shortened version. Before the
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presentation and reading his book, I had no idea about most of what Rothstein talked about.
Specifically what was surprising to me is that urban areas that were integrated in the first quarter
of the 20  century were segregated because of federal policies, reinforced by municipal and state
governments. That makes me wonder what kind of world we’d be living in right now had that not
happened. I think those federal policies created an ‘us and them’ attitude which is pervasive today.
Reading this book opened my eyes and made me question if any similar policies were adopted in
Canada with our Frist Nations population or any other racial minority.

I’ve been doing a lot of reading for my masters project regarding affordable housing and historic
preservation and have found that studies show that a large population of low-income residents live
in historic neighbourhoods and that a higher percentage of the residents are African American.
This doesn’t surprise me, but the fact that our historic fabric is so easily razed concerns me.
There’s an interesting program in Muncie, Indiana where a not for profit organization, ecoREHAB,
and Ball State University reinvest in the existing building stock, fix up the property, and then sell it
back to low or median income families to promotes homeownership, pride in their neighborhoods
and of course providing a means of affordable housing – obviously it’s much more involved than
that but for the sake of space and time, I’ve summarized. I find this really interesting and wonder if
this is the type of program could be adopted in other cities.

Richard Rothstein ended his presentation with a few opinions on how we can change the current
situation because, as he noted in his presentation and in his book, it is everyone’s responsibilities
to do something about the injustice of long ago. A civil rights movement, a change in the way
Section 8 housing vouchers and low-income tax credits are administered were some of the options
he discussed.

I felt inspired and even more sure about the direction of my masters project, I’m happy just being a
cog in the wheel of trying to address this issue.

th

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)Chris"na Rieth

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901105)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

Interesting fact about historic neighborhoods, low-income housing, and African-Americans! It
reminds me of what Travis told his HP 101 class that there was a lot of resistance to Ashland
Park getting listed on the National Register, and uproar over comments that historic
preservation was for poor people. Don't cite me on this; I can't find the article to back me up
on this. 
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So how can we change the way Section 8 housing vouchers and low-income tax credits are
administered? How does that stack up to other factors for affordable housing, such as tax
abatements for new construction, or ADA compliance? My master's project will explore the
incentives for new construction and redevelopment; can ecoREHAB be more financially
feasible on a larger scale? 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)Chris"ne Huck

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807)

Feb 18, 2018

Edited by Christine Huck (https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901807) on Feb 18, 2018 at 5:08pm

# Reply 

" 

About your First Nations question.... I'd venture to say there were similar policies, but they
might be closer to how we deal with the Native Americans and the reservations.  Native
Americans are entitled to a lot of on-paper benefits (free schooling is one example), but... and
it's a big but... only if they're living on their tribal reservation.  If they move off of them for better
opportunities, they lose an overwhelming amount of their potential benefits.  I don't know
nearly enough about that area, but I have a feeling that it's probably similar in Canada.  It's
just an idea to look into.

And, again, I brought this up under Christina's post, I wonder about how they get around
taxation/insurance with the Muncie, Indiana example.  If those properties are fixed up, their
value increases... which means their property taxes increase... if it's truly for low-income
families/individuals, does this end up pushing them out of their new homes?  Again, just a
thought.  

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1911677/users/6901678)

Feb 18, 2018

" 

Perhaps the most surprising and informative statements from Rothstein’s lecture were those that
put racist housing policies on a distinct timeline. Although today racist policies are, at least,
acknowledged by many, it is easy to assume that today’s still-segregated cities are that way
because of “de facto” remnants of an unfair system that has always been in place. Maybe we
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assume that our newly social-justice oriented society is just now acknowledging and attempting to
correct this reciprocal system of educational and social benefit deficit based on birthplace.
Regardless of what we assume, however, the situation has not always been “de facto.” Rothstein
was able to pinpoint an exact moment in time—the 1930s after the Great Depression to post-WWII
housing booms in the 1950s—that a segregated housing system was created. It was not a natural
occurrence. More significantly, integrated neighborhoods were normal and accepted in a way that
they still are not today—people lived where they worked, because before automobiles, everyone
worked within walking distance or public transportation routes of their homes. Therefore at most
people were separated by class, but not by skin color.

            Thus how does this affect historic preservation? Without giving a thorough history or
description of the completely accessible and tangible racist policies, it is safe to say that the
Federal Housing Authority created segregated public housing for whites and blacks in the 1930s
and then offered only whites specialized mortgages for affordable houses that turned into equity in
the 1950s. If minorities and people of color were denied “real” property, then we must honor their
lives, histories, achievement and contributions through preserving their intangible heritage. In
short, if American preservationists wish to fairly protect a broad and equitable range of resources,
many of those have to be intangible.

            This is not to say that people of color did not leave behind a built environment worth
preserving—but perhaps they did leave behind a smaller amount of properties and spaces.
Regardless, we should (and given the current conversations encircling the topic, most likely will)
include in our goals of historic preservation’s future the goal of developing a system and a focus
for how to properly document and share for those who were put at a disadvantage due to racist
housing properties.
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